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Abstract. Information properties of the recording media for photothermoplastic technique with the films of oligomer
composites based on carbazole containing cooligomers of linear and radial structures with branching center on silicon
atoms are investigated. It was ascertained that the media based on the radial oligomers possess higher holographic
sensitivity due to higher plasticity and ability to accumulate volume electric charge during the exposure. Examples of
practical application of the investigated recording media are presented.
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Introduction
Development of the new materials possessing photoconductivity in the visible and near IR parts of spectrum
is very actual question for their practical applications in the equipment for recording, storage and processing of optical
information. Along with inorganic semiconductors it seems to be attractive to use organic oligomers and based on them
compositions (OC) [1–7]. These OC were tested in the holographic recording media (HRM) for the photothermoplastic
technique (PTT) of information recording [8]. HRM for PTT holographic recording have to possess following
characteristics: low electric conductivity; high absorption coefficient close to the irradiation maximum of used light
sources; high quantum yield of photogeneration of charge carriers; high mobility of non-equilibrium charge carriers.
Basically, photoconductivity of the OC films is provided by presence of the molecules of three types: donors, acceptors
and centers of photogeneration of charge carriers [8, 9]. Absorption of light quantum occurs in the photogeneration center
resulting in its transition from the ground state into excited one. The dye molecules, the molecules of organic compounds
with intramolecular charge transfer, the intermolecular complexes with charge transfer (ССT) [9, 10] can be considered
as such centers. The excited state of the photogeneration center is characterized by empty limit orbitals, notably by
presence of one electron on the high occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and one electron on low unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO). Photogeneration of charge carriers happens as the result of intermolecular electron transitions. Electron
can transit from LUMO of the excited photogeneration center into LUMO of the molecule with electron acceptor
properties. Electron from valent orbital of the molecule with electron donor properties can transit to empty HOMO of the
photogeneration center. If the ionization potential of the electron donor molecules is Igd (HOMO energy is proportional
to this one) and affinity energy of the acceptor molecules is Aea [11] (LUMO energy is proportional to this one), then
the molecules of photogeneration centers are chosen to satisfy the conditions |Igc|>|Igd|, |Aec|<|Aea|, where Igc and Aec
are respectively ionization potential and affinity energy of the molecule of photogeneration centre. These conditions
determine formation of electron – hole pair (EHP) in the molecule of photogeneration centre after absorption of light
quantum and intermolecular electronic transitions. EHP can consist of either donor cation-radical and anion-radical of
the photogeneration centre, or cation-radical of the phorogeneration centre and acceptor anion-radical, or donor cationradical and acceptor anion-radical. EHP dissociation involves appearance of free charge carriers.
The most important requirement of appearance of the photoconductivity effect in the OC films is existence of
the charge carriers transport in the OC film volume [9]. The transport is provided by increase of the concentration of the
donor and/or acceptor fragments in the OC films. The concentration growth enhances overlap of the wave functions of
neighboring fragments and increases probability of intermolecular electron transitions. Oligomers with electron donor
substitutes are used for production of the OC with hole conductivity type. π-conjugated closed systems (condensed
aromatic cycles) can be employed as such substitutes. These systems are able to return electron but does not able to
capture electron due to positive LUMO energy.
Aspects of influence of the oligomers structure on above notified properties are not clearly understood till now.
Hetero-chain electron donor oligomers were synthesized and used before for production of photosensitive information
media. That allows to develop HRM with optimal rheological properties. The oligomers do not possess high-elastic
state. This fact allows to transit from solid vitreous state of the film into liquid state with low viscosity and backward
very quickly. Time of development decreases until microseconds, the film functions in real time scale. The film has
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to possess enough elasticity for its using on flexible substrate. Such forced elasticity below the temperature of glass
transition can be reached only due to conformational transitions in separate oligomer links consisting of, as a rule, donor
multinuclear conjugated substitutes.
Not only structure of the macromolecule chain has significant influence on rheological properties of the polymers
and oligomers, but also its shape, particularly branching. One can conclude from the results of our investigation that
sensitivity and diffraction efficiency of the HRM considerably increases for the radial oligomers as compare to linear
ones. Recently we have made [12] new oligomer: radial tetrasubstituted silan (RTS). Films of these oligomers possess
improved rheological properties.
The present work is aimed at fulfilling of comparative analysis of information properties of HRM based on the
oligomers with linear and radial molecular structures.
Experiments
Cooligomer of glycidylcarbazole with butylglycidyl ether (GCBE) of linear structure and radial oligomer RTS
were used as the OC base:

The synthesis of RTS was carried out according to the following scheme:

The 0.5 g (0.2 M) of tetraethoxysilane, 10 g (1 M) of oligoglycidylcarbazole, and 0.05 g of sodium was added
to the four-neck 0.5 L reactor with a stirrer, the reflux condenser, and the thermometer. The starting compounds were
dissolved in 5 mL of o-xylene and were heated (on boiling) and stirred for two hours. The residual xylene was distilled
off, and then reaction mixture was separated from the sodium and xylene by washing with ethanol. The product was
purified by recrystallisation from the mixture of benzene with petroleum ether or dry acetone. The main product is a
white powder (yield 90%, softening point Tm = 95-105 0C).
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Acceptor undecyl ether 2,7- dinitro -9-dicyanmethylenefluorene-4-carboxylic acids (UE-DDFC) was used as
the sensitizer of HRM photosensitivity:

Intermolecular complexes with charge transfer (ССT) arise while contacting acceptor UE-DDFC molecules
with carbazole fragments of the oligomers (in liquid solutions and in solid films). Appearance of new wide absorption
band is evidence of ССT arising. This band is absent in electronic spectra of OC individual components [9, 13]. The
normalized spectra of optical density (D) of the OC films based on GCBE, RTS and RTG with the same UE-DDFC are
practically identical within visible range of spectrum (Figure 1). This is evidence of formation of identical ССT in these
films.

Figure 1. Normalized absorption spectrum of the films GCBE, RTS containing 3 mas.%
UE-DDFC.
For holographic recording by PTP method HRM were prepared similarly to [4, 10] as thin OC film deposited
onto transparent conducting layer SnO2:In2O3 (ITO) with resistance 20 Ohm/square. Ratio between the components in
OC was following: oligomer – 97 mas.%, UE-DDFC – 3 mas.%. The thickness (L) of the OC films was 1.1 – 1.2 μm
which is optimal for HRM.
Measurements of photothermoplastic characteristics of OC were done using known technique [14] of registration of the hologram of flat wave front. Spatial frequency was 500 mm-1, light wavelength of the used semiconductor
laser was 650 nm, ratio between light intensities in the reference and object beams was 1:1. Diffraction efficiency (η)
of the reconstructed image of the hologram of flat wave front in -1 diffraction order was measured continuously during development process. Photodetector was used for these purposes, signal from which was registered by memory
oscilloscope Tektronix TDS1001B. The process of the hologram development was not ceased when maximal η value
was reached, heating of OC was continued during the duration of current pulse until full erasing of the hologram.
Dependency of the maximal η value on the exposure I⋅t was measured, where I is the light intensity, t is the time of the
HRM exposure. Experiments on our small-sized holographic device [15] were carried out to test the possibilities of
employing of the produced HRM in the technique of holographic interferometry.
Results and discussion
It was observed that the value η increases at 1.5 times respectively in transition from HRM with GCBE to HRM
with RTS (Figure 2). Maximal value η was reached for short durations of the pulse of development of latent image for
HRM with OC based on RTS as compare to HRM based on GCBE. This fact indicates that evolution of geometrical
surface relief of the OC films with RTS during the hologram development occurs at lower temperatures as compared to
GCBE. Low noise level of the reconstructed holographic images is evidence of good rheological properties of OC.
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However, growth of the holographic sensitivity at transition from HRM with OC based on GCBE to RTS can
be attributed to once more reason. It was observed in experiments that investigated HRMs possess “memory” effect
for preliminary illumination with light before charging of the surface of OC film in crown discharge. Investigations
of the η dependency on time (t1) of exposure before start of charging cycle and development of the latent holographic
image, as well as η dependency after long-time exposure of the HRM on time (t2) of delay before start of the charging
cycle and development of the latent image were carried out. In these experiments only reference laser beam was used
for measurements, the object beam was cut off. Before each next measurement charging of the surface of OC film was
done in darkness and few long-time current pulses propagated for heating of the OC film. These operations allow being
convinced in absence of the “memory” effect.

Figure 2. Dependencies of the maximal η value on light energy absorbed in HRM during holographic
recording for HRM based on GCBE (1) and RTS (2).
Additional investigations were fulfilled for ascertainment of the reason of the “memory” effect. The samples
of sandwich structure glass substrate / ITO / OC film / Ag were prepared for these investigations. The concentration
(Q) of non-equilibrium electric charge was measured in the samples. It appears in the volume of the OC film after its
illumination with light without application of external electric voltage. Method of Q determination and technique of
measurement of Q dependencies on time (t1) of illumination and time (t2) after illumination was ceased are illustrated
by the diagrams in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Diagrams demonstrating sequence of electric voltage application (a),
illumination with light (b) and measurement of the current in the samples ITO / OC / Ag (c).
At first, electric voltage (U) was applied to the sample in darkness and current (i1) kinetics was registered using
memory oscilloscope. Next, electric contacts were disconnected and the sample was illuminated with light during the
time t1, light was switched off, after the time interval t2 the electric contacts were connected, electric voltage U was
applied to the sample and current (i2) kinetics was registered. From these measurements Q accumulation and relaxation
were determined using relation Q = ∫(i2 - i1)dt/eSL, where e is the charge of electron, S is the square of the sample of
sandwich structure. The samples were illuminated from the side of ITO layer. U value was measured within the range
20 – 300 V. The measurements were done at room temperature. Dependencies of η on durations t1 and t2 measured in the
HRM samples with OC based on RTS and RTG are shown in Figure 4.
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Saturation of the “memory” effect (reaching of the stationary value in the dependency η(t1)) occurs quicker (curve
1 in Figure 4) than its relaxation (dependency η(t2)) (curve 2 in Figure 4). Besides, kinetic curves of the dependencies
η(t1) and η(t2) are similar to the dependencies Q(t1) and Q(t2) (Figure 4). The value Q increases with U growth and does
not depend on the polarity of applied voltage. The last fact testifies that the “memory” effect is attributed to accumulation
and relaxation of the volume electric charge in the OC films as the result of their illumination with light. In the HRM
samples with OC based on GCBE the “memory” effect and Q accumulation were not observed.

Figure 4. Dependencies η(t1) (1) and η(t2) (2) in HRM with OC based on RTS and dependencies Q/Qmax(t1) (3)
and Q/Qmax(t2) (4) in the samples ITO / OC / Ag with OC based on RTS.
It is generally known that radial (starlike) polymers possess unusual low viscosity even having very high
molecular mass. Radial polymers with hard chain always are more plastic as compare to their linear analogs even
having significantly higher molecular mass. Similar properties are characteristic for oligomers also. The film of linear
cooligomer starts to deform slowly within the wide temperature range 35 – 80oC and then flows quickly. The film of radial
oligomer turns into liquid state quickly at temperature ≥ 60 оС. These peculiarities involve increase of the sensitivity
and diffraction efficiency of the material when radial oligomer is used. Small growth of the sensitivity for exposure time
∼ 1 – 2 s also can involve accumulation of the volume electric charge in the OC volume. However, under long-time
illumination of the samples non-equilibrium electric charge appears in the OC films based on the radial oligomers. It
relaxes during long time after light switching off. This volume charge can be leveled as a result of application of external
electric field or by temperature increase.
Appearance of the volume electric charge in the OC films after their illumination with light can be attributed at
least to two reasons. Firstly, if |Igc|>|Igd| then after photoexcitation of the photogeneration centre and generation of hole
on carbazolil oligomer fragment energetic barrier exists for opposite transition of non-equilibrium electron from the
molecule of photogeneration centre to cation-radical of the carbazolil fragment. It is proportional to the difference of
energies |Igc|-|Igd|. Such effect was observed before [16] when compounds with intramolecular charge transfer (CICT) were
used as the photogeneration centers. |Igc|>|Igd| for CICT. Not excited CICT molecules do not interact with the carbazolyl
fragments of oligomers, absorption spectra of OC based on different oligomers practically coincide and are similar to
absorption spectra of CICT liquid solutions. However, in our case CCTs consisting of carbazolyl fragments serve as
the photogeneration centers. These fragments are similar to ones through which transport of non-equilibrium holes in
external electric field occurs. As it was shown before, the barrier for holes recombination during EHP annihilation in
such system is small and life time of geminate EHP is ~ 10-7 s.
The second reason can be attributed to energetic traps which are able to capture the photogenerated charges
and hold them during long time. Physical dimers (excimers) of the carbazolyl fragments of sandwich structure can be
considered as such traps. For them |Igd| is ∼ 0.3 eV less than in the carbazolyl fragments which are not included in the
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dimers [9]. In carbazolyl containing polymers and oligomers the dimers are formed by end carbazolyl groups due to
more favorable steric location for interaction with neighboring fragments. In the molecules of radial oligomer RTS
number of the end carbazolyl fragments is 2 times more as compare to linear GCBE. Therefore, probability of the dimers
formation in the films of radial oligomers also is higher. This fact explains presence of the “memory” and formation of
the long-living photoinduced volume electric charge in OC based on RTS and its absence (or much less value) in OC
based on GCBE.
Conclusions
Fulfilled investigations testify that optimal properties of OC for GRM depend not only on the ratio between
ionization potential of the donor and affinity of acceptor to electron but also on the shape of their macromolecules.
Plastic and rheological properties of the films become better when radial oligomers are used instead linear ones. Increase
of the number of end carbazolyl fragments in oligomer macromolecules provokes effect of holographic “memory”.
This effect is explained by accumulation of photoinduced volume charge in energetic traps formed by dimers of the
end carbazolyl groups. This effect can be used for development of new information media, in particular for holographic
recording with few exposures allowing to increase recording density. Besides, possibility of formation of long-lived
photoinduced volume charge in the OC films is of interest for development of new materials for optoelectronics and
molecular electronics.
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